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Executive Summary

845 E 25th St, Paterson, NJ 07513
Paterson

Class B Industrial 
65,712 sf

~1940
100%

Timberline Real Estate Ventures

INVESTMENT OVERVIEW

Property Summary  
Address 
Submarket
Type 
Property Size  
Year Built 
Occupancy 
Sponsor

Transaction Summary
Purchase Price 
All‐in Cost Basis
Senior Debt (65% LTC) 
Total Equity Requirement
Hold Period
Project‐Level IRR / Equity Multiple 
Cash‐on‐Cash Return

$10.0mm ($152/sf, 7.1% cap rate)
$12.0mm ($183/sf)

$7.5mm ($114/sf)
$4.7mm  

5 years
20.1% / 2.21x

6.4%

TRANSACTION OVERVIEW

Timberline Real Estate Ventures (“Timberline”) is pleased to present the opportunity to participate in the acquisition of a unique New Jersey Industrial asset with close proximity to NYC. The
65,712 square foot light industrial warehouse (the "Property") is located at 845 East 25th Street ("845 E 25th Street"), in Paterson, New Jersey. The Property is under contract for $10,000,000
($152/sf) with a total capitalization of $12,227,570 ($186/sf) as part of an off-market acquisition. The Property has been under-managed and leased at rents well-below market by the Seller, who
was unaware of the unprecedented demand for industrial and cold storage space so close to NYC. Timberline's acquisition plan, which is already underway, is to increase rents to market levels to
achieve instant value accretion and secure long-term, stable cash yields.

The Property consists of a 65,712 square foot warehouse featuring ceilings ranging from 12' to 18', one outdoor loading dock, seven drive-in doors, 3,500 square feet of covered storage area and
0.75 acres of secure outdoor storage space. The space is leased to Kamco Supply ("Kamco"), the sole tenant in the building since 2007. Key to Kamco's tenancy is the site's 0.75 acres of secure
outdoor storage and the building’s design. As a building supply company, Kamco stores a significant amount of its inventory outdoors, cues products for loading in the storage yard, and parks its
loaded delivery trucks inside the building each night. Additionally, the Property is located in an Urban Enterprise Zone, which enables a high volume of products to be sold at half sales tax, as well
as other state incentives. These features are difficult to find in the Northern New Jersey market (“NNJ”) industrial market. Kamco's current lease runs through July 31, 2024, at $8.40/SF, with the
tenant paying all expenses except real estate taxes. Capitalizing on Kamco's long-term need to maintain these difficult-to-find features, Timberline confidentially negotiated a lease extension
through July 31, 2032, starting at $11.00/sf under a true NNN lease structure in advance of closing. This lease extension and terms commences on the date of acquisition by Timberline further
enhancing going-in yield.

The tactical off-market acquisition is a large part of the business plan. TREV is acquiring the Property at a significant discount from a basis and cap rate perspective. By renegotiating a long term
lease with Kamco at Closing, much of the value accretion will be realized at Closing. By acquiring for an attractive basis with a new stable lease in place and implementing institutional
ownership/management, upside will be realized instantly upon acquisition given the off-market transaction from a "mom and pop" owner/operator. Given the favorable purchase price, there will
be significant optionality to execute a refinance strategy or sell quickly to realize the value created from the lease negotiation and off-market acquisition. At the end of Year 2, TREV will entertain
both sale and refinance options. At that time, there will be 8 years remaining on Kamco's lease, which is an ideal amount of time for institutional buyers and NNN buyers. In addition, a new lender
at the time of a refinance will be able to size to larger loan proceeds based off of Kamco’s lease value instead of the below market purchase price, which will yield significant cash equity back to
investors in that event.
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Investment Highlights
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Premier Sponsorship
The Sponsor is Timberline Real Estate Ventures ("TREV"). TREV is a fully integrated, operationally focused privately held real estate operator and
investment manager with a transaction volume of more than $2.5 billion of total investments since its inception in 2012. TREV specializes in the
development, acquisition, and operation of commercial real estate assets. Using their expertise, TREV sourced this rare, off-market opportunity and
has already increased NOI via a confidential "Blend & Extend" agreement with Kamco Supply, the Property’s current tenant.

Fully Leased Hard-to-Find Features
The Property's hard-to-find features create strong demand. It offers secure outdoor storage and loading, a feature many NNJ municipalities are zoned
against or require variances to obtain. Additionally, the Property is located in an Urban Enterprise Zone, which enables a high volume of products to
be sold at half sales tax, as well as other state incentives. The combination of these features creates a heavily demanded asset capable of producing
rents well above typical industrial properties.

Outstanding Market Conditions
The New Jersey Industrial Market has been exceptionally strong over the last five years. JLL's 4th Quarter 2021 New Jersey Industrial Report stated
New Jersey had seen unprecedented levels of rent growth due to an imbalance of supply and demand. The Northern New Jersey and Passaic County
Markets have reported sub 2% vacancy rates, with a history of low vacancy rates over the last five years. The Paterson Submarket has reported strong
market metrics in the previous five years. The Submarket has a current vacancy rate of 1.8%, with an average asking rent of $10.47/SF. Occupancy and
rental rates are expected to remain strong in Northern New Jersey and the submarket for the foreseeable future.

Off-Market Purchase With Immediate Value Creation
The Property is being acquired Off-Market for $10,000,000 ($152/SF) from a non-real estate professional seller. TREV’s plan to increase value has
succeeded before closing with a new confidential "Blend & Extend" lease with Kamco Supply that increases rent from $8.40/SF modified gross to a
starting rent of $11.00/SF NNN. The increase in rent and reimbursements will increase revenues from the tenant by over $4.00/SF.

The off-market nature of the transaction allowed TREV to acquire the Property at a 7.1% going-in cap rate which represents at least a 250 bps
discount to where fully marketed industrial cap rates are currently in New Jersey.

Value Upside with Outdoor Storage
The outdoor storage space, which consists of roughly 48,000 sf, is not contemplated in Kamco's net rentable square footage in their lease and thus
they are not paying for that additional space. With the inclusion of the outdoor space, the NRSF could increase over 100K square feet. There is
significant inherent value upon expiration of Kamco's lease whether via 1) re-tenanting the space and charging a new tenant rent on the additional
square footage, or 2) a redevelopment of the entire site which would contemplate the additional square footage at demand higher Class A rents. A
next buyer would benefit from the upside in collecting rent on additional square feet or potentially redevelop the additional square feet, resulting in a
much greater terminal value.



Property Overview

845 East 25th Street (Kamco Distribution Building)
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Site Plan
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Tenant Overviews (cont.)

Kamco Supply

The Property is 100% occupied by Kamco Supply Corporation. Founded in 1939, Kamco Supply is one of the largest commercial & residential building material suppliers
in the New York Metro Area. The Company's customers include small to large general contractors, subcontractors, developers, builders, remodelers, and facility
managers. Kamco has a fleet of 50+ trucks, boom capability of up to 10 stories, and spider forklifts that can speed up delivery. Kamco offers 24-hour delivery, among
other services. The Company has four locations in the New York Metro Market. Kamco's location in the Property is their only facility in New Jersey.
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Lease Summary - Kamco Supply of New Jersey

Lease Category Description

Building Address 845 East 25th Street, Paterson, New Jersey

Tenant Name Kamco Supply/Kamco Supply of NJ LLC

NRSF 65,712

Block / Lot Block 4006, Lot 1

Lease Start Date

Lease Expiration Date

Extension Options 1, 5-Year Renewal at market with 18-months notice.

Rent

Expense Reimbursements

Tenant Use

Lease Agreement Terms Prior to Sponsor 

Negotiated "Blend & Extend"

The current lease agreement expires on July 31, 2024. The current rent is $8.40/sf and is structured as 

Modified Gross.

8/1/2007 Original Lease Term

New rent and lease maturity date to begin at closing.

7/31/2034

NNN. Tenant pays all operating and maintenance. Tenant shall perform all maintenance and repairs to 

the interior and exterior of the Property, excluding the roof. Repairs and replacements to include HVAC 

systems, plumbing, and electrical systems. Tenant to pay all utilities direct to the utility provider.

YR 1-2: $11.00/sf (New rent to commence at Closing)

YR 3-4: $11.66/sf

YR 5-8: $12.36/sf

YR 9-10: $13.35/sf

Indoor and outdoor storage of building products.



Sponsor Overview
Timberline Real Estate Ventures

Timberline Real Estate Ventures ("TREV") is a fully integrated, operationally focused privately held real estate operator and investment
manager focused on the residential and industrial/cold storage sector, having acquired more than $2.5 billion of total investments since its
inception in 2012. TREV specializes in the development, acquisition, and operation of student housing, multifamily, industrial, and mixed-
use retail/residential communities through a combination of individual, portfolio, and corporate equity and debt transactions.

Based in New York, TREV is a relative value investor across the capital stack (i.e. . common equity, preferred equity, mezzanine, convertible
debt) with diverse risk profiles from the core through opportunistic and value-add opportunities yielding attractive risk-adjusted returns for
its partners. TREV evaluates direct investments with co-investment partners, including high-net-worth individuals, family offices,
foreign/sovereign partners, U.S. public pension plans, and national/international investment advisors.

TREV is a vertically-integrated operator delivering strong results for its investors and partners through a hands-on approach and utilization
of its fully integrated property management team through its owned affiliate B.HOM Student Living with partner, BH Management Services
(8th largest multifamily manager and 11th largest owner of multifamily in the US). TREV's in-house asset management team positions TREV
to swiftly and cost-effectively execute business plans that have consistently led to an outperformance of proforma returns.

TREV emphasizes a consistent relative value investment thesis in acquiring core, core-plus and value-add real estate and creating alpha
through intensive hands-on sourcing, structuring and operating approach differentiating itself from many of its peers. TREV’s Relative Value
investment thesis is how they have been successful in sourcing institutional quality assets and applying the same level of innovation,
productivity, service, integrity, and most importantly, RESULTS, as they did initially over a decade ago yielding alpha for their partners in
value-add deals through core, urban assets.

The Sponsor will hire a third party professional industrial property manager that will be in place at Closing and overseen by TREV’s Asset
Management Team.
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Sponsor Overview (cont’d)
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Sponsor Overview (cont’d)

Chris Murray is a Managing Director at Timberline Real Estate
Ventures leading the company’s Asset Management
department. Chris is responsible for Timberline’s residential
portfolio operations including all financial, operational and
reputational aspects as well as overseeing Timberline’ property
management company, B.HOM Student Living. Chris’s focus is
to drive bottom-line growth and asset performance, yielding
stronger returns for Timberline and its partners by working
alongside B.HOM’s corporate and onsite teams with respect to
the operation and performance of all of Timberline’s assets.

Prior to joining Timberline, Chris spent six years with JRK
Property Holdings where he was a Senior Vice President
overseeing a multifamily portfolio with more than 10,000
apartment units across 35 communities in 12 states across the
eastern U.S. While leading JRK’s East Coast Operations, Chris
oversaw all financial and operational aspects of his properties.
During his tenure at JRK, Chris was heavily involved in the
acquisition of new multifamily assets and also assisted in the
company’s hospitality asset management.

Chris started his professional career at Bank of America Merrill
Lynch where he worked on the Algorithmic Trading Desk. As a
Sales Trader, he worked with the largest hedge funds and
institutions to efficiently trade both U.S. and International
Equities. Chris graduated from Cornell University with a BS in
Economics.
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Experienced team with institutional investing and asset management experience across the real estate spectrum

Kyle Nemeroff is a Director at Timberline Real Estate Ventures
responsible for the firm’s national real estate and corporate
acquisitions. Kyle covers the entire country overseeing market
research and analysis for new market expansions and primarily
responsible for all asset vetting and underwriting.

Prior to joining Timberline, Kyle spent 5 years at Heitman
Capital Management, a global real estate investment firm with
$42 billion in assets under management, where he specialized in
acquisitions and financings across all asset classes. Kyle worked
in Heitman’s North America Private Equity and Private Debt
divisions, where he analyzed, underwrote, structured, and
originated over $6B of gross deal volume. While at Heitman,
Kyle closed more than $2.5b of core, value-add, and
development investments (including acquisitions, senior bridge
loans, and mezzanine/preferred equity) for Heitman’s various
discretionary funds and separate client accounts. Highlights at
his time at Heitman include acquiring the first-ever student
housing asset into the firm’s open-ended core fund and the
acquisition of over 4,000 residential units. Kyle leads with a
hands-on and strategic approach to sourcing both direct
transactions and joint-venture relationships across all real
estate asset classes.

Prior to his time at Heitman, Kyle worked at HFF. He received a
BBA in both Real Estate and Urban Land Economics and
Investment Banking from the University of Wisconsin-Madison
and is an active member in the Wisconsin Real Estate Alumni
Association.

Lauren Rosenberg is a Director at Timberline Real Estate
Ventures responsible for acquisitions across all asset types,
including corporate opportunities, nationwide. Lauren’s primary
responsibility is to strategically expand Timberline’s national
footprint through detailed market research, asset class due to
diligence, and ultimately asset selection within each market.

Lauren joined Timberline in 2016; prior to joining Timberline,
Lauren worked as an analyst at Candlebrook properties where
she was responsible for underwriting new acquisitions,
recapitalization, and various financing strategies. Prior to
Candlebrook, Lauren worked as an acquisitions intern at
Fortuna Realty Group – a New York City based owner/developer
of hotels.

Lauren earned a B.S. in Real Estate Finance from Baruch
College-CUNY.

CHRIS MURRAY

Managing Director

KYLE NEMEROFF

Director

LAUREN ROSENBERG

Director



Photographs (845 E 25th St) 
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Photographs (845 E 25th St) 
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Photographs (845 E 25th St) 
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Maps & Aerials
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New Jersey Map



Maps & Aerials
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Regional Map



Maps & Aerials
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Local Map



Maps & Aerials
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Aerial Map



Market Overview (New Jersey)
New Jersey Industrial Market Overview – Q4 2021

2021 surpasses 2020 as the market’s strongest year in history:

• Renewal volume accounted for nearly 50% of leasing in the fourth quarter.

• 2021 logged an all-time high of 450 transactions, representing over 45.3 million SF of product leased in the
market.

• Total annual absorption struck nearly 25 million SF, driven chiefly by the 3PL and Logistics & Distribution sectors.

• Class A rents increased nearly 40% year over year, effectively doubling what landlords were asking just six years
ago.

Overview:

Leasing volume in the fourth quarter was subdued due only as a result of an overall lack of available product in the market
which bodes well for this Property. 7.3 million SF was leased in the quarter, trailing the eight-quarter average of 11.1 million
SF due to record low vacancy and strong preleasing on the State's under-construction product. As a result, 44.9% of total
leasing velocity was renewals. In the largest lease of the quarter, PetCo renewed 1.0 million SF at Link Logistics' 257 Prospect
Plains Rd in Cranbury. Similarly, Volkswagen renewed for 929,000 SF at DWS's 47 Station Road in Cranbury. In response to
the supply constraints, developers broke ground on 6.9 million SF of new product in the fourth quarter, nearly double the
2020 average of 3.8 million SF. Nearly 50.0% of these groundbreakings were in the Meadowlands, the Port area, and Exit 12,
bringing total construction activity in these submarkets to 6.4 million SF.

The relatively low leasing velocity in Q4 failed to derail the market from a record 2021. 45.3 million SF of leasing in 2021,
21.3% higher than the trailing five-year average and surpassing 2020, the previous calendar year high. The 3PL and Logistics
industries accounted for 33.3% of all Class A leasing, surpassing e-commerce, which was the state leader from 2016 to 2020.
This leasing boom resulted in 25.0 million SF of absorption, 24.8% higher than the previous peak in 2016, which has driven
vacancy 140 basis points lower year over year. In particular short supply is the Class A market which has a vacancy rate of
0.5%. This has resulted in a near 40% increase in Class A asking rents year over year and has buoyed the Class B and C
segments, which have seen 18.8% and 25.1% growth, respectively.

Outlook:
With over 75% of logistics companies aiming to provide same-day shipping by 2023, JLL does not forecast any slowdown in
demand. JLL is tracking over 31.5 million SF of active requirements looking into 2022, 16.3% higher than the 2021 average.
Over 20 million SF of new construction product is expected to deliver in 2022 that is still available for lease, suggesting a
persistence of the supply and demand imbalance. Due to this, JLL research forecasts strong rent growth over the next 12
months, granted the incredible levels achieved this year will be hard to replicate.
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Market Overview (Paterson)
Paterson Industrial Submarket Overview

Paterson is a large submarket relative to the national norm and contains approximately 19.5 million SF of industrial space. Similar to the Metro area, logistics facilities
account for the largest component of local supply encompassing about 13.7 million SF. The local inventory pool is rounded out by 5.9 million SF of specialized space.
The vacancy is currently 1.8% and has remained well below 4% since 2015.

This vacancy rate is likely substantially lower as the vacant inventory includes limited demand space on upper levels of older multi-story industrial buildings. The
Submarket posted 380,000 SF of net absorption over the past year, but on average, annual absorption has been essentially flat over the past five years. Rents increased
by 7.8% over the past 12 months to approximately $10.24/SF, the strongest rate of rent growth observed in Paterson in several years. There are no supply-side
pressures on vacancy or rent in the near term, as no new development is underway. Moreover, the inventory has contracted over the past ten years, as demolition
activity has outpaced new construction. Industrial properties traded with regularity last year, consistent with the generally high level of activity over the past three
years.
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Sale Comps
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Rent Comps
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Rent Comps Map
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Location Overview
Northern New Jersey’s Gateway Region

The Gateway Region is an area designated by the New Jersey State
Department of Tourism, which comprises Bergen, Essex, Hudson,
Passaic, Union, and Middlesex Counties. It is the most urban and densely
populated Region of the State, with a population of more than four
million. The Region also has most of the State's large cities, including
Newark, Jersey City, and Paterson.

The Gateway Region has some of the densest transportation
infrastructures in the nation. Rail service includes New Jersey Transit
train lines, which takes commuters to and from New York City, Amtrak's
Northeast Corridor, which links Boston and Washington, D.C., and the
PATH, a 24/7 rapid transit network that conveys passengers across the
Hudson River from Newark, Jersey City, and Hoboken. Major roadways
that pass through the Region include Interstates 78, 80, 95, 280, 287,
and 495, as well as multiple New Jersey and U.S. Highways. The Gateway
Region also includes Newark Liberty International Airport (EWR), which
serves nearly 46 million passengers per year, and the Port of New York
and New Jersey, which is the busiest port on the East Coast and the third
busiest in the United States.

Passaic County, NJ

The Property is located in Passaic County, northern New Jersey. Passaic
County is devoted to the development and prosperity of its business
community and actively encourages business expansion and new
business relocations into the county. The county is comprised of 16
municipalities in 197.05 square miles, with a population of 509,679. The
county contains urban, suburban, and rural settings from the developed
urban centers of Paterson and Passaic to the sparsely developed and
picturesque Region of the Highlands with its mountains and lakes
located in the Townships of West Milford and Ringwood. The population
is supported by 168,687 households, with an average household income
of $103,247. According to Esri, 46% of the Passaic County population are
renters, while 54% of the population are homeowners.
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Paterson, NJ

The Property is located in Paterson, a fully developed urban community located 20 miles
west of Manhattan in Passaic County along the Interstate 80 corridor. Paterson is the
largest city in the county, as well as its County Seat. Paterson is located in the southern
section of Passaic County. It borders the municipalities of Clifton, Haledon, Hawthorne,
Prospect Park, Totowa, and Woodland Park in Passaic County; and both Elmwood Park
and Fair Lawn in Bergen County. Paterson is known as being one of the nation's first
industrial cities. It has since evolved into a major destination for immigrants from around
the world. The anchors of Paterson's demand are its direct access to Interstate 80 and
large pools of lower-cost labor.

Demographics

Paterson’s population is 147,457, making it New Jersey's third-most-populous city.
Paterson, with a population density of over 17,000 persons per square mile of land, has
one of the highest density populations of any US city with over 100,000 people, behind
only New York City, San Francisco, and Jersey City. According to the United States Census
Bureau, the city had a total area of 8.71 square miles, including 8.41 square miles of land
and 0.29 square miles of water (3.38%). The Property is located in a mixed-use
neighborhood consisting of industrial, residential, and commercial uses. Industrial uses in
the neighborhood consist of properties ranging in size from 5,000 to 100,000 square feet
in size in average to good condition.



Transportation Overview
Transportation
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I-80 (0.75 mile south) The Interstate is a distribution corridor and is the second longest interstate highway in the United States. I-80
connects San Francisco to the suburbs of New Jersey. Interstate 80's designated terminus is in Ridgefield Park, New Jersey where it
connects to I-95, providing access to the George Washington Bridge.

Route 19 (1.0 mile south) is a state highway in Passaic County, New Jersey. Also referred to as the Paterson Peripheral, it runs 3.04 miles
from an intersection with County Routes 509 ( Broad Street) Main Street in downtown Paterson. Between Route 46 in Clifton and
Interstate 80 in Paterson, Route 19 is a freeway. Route 19 was created to connect the Garden State Parkway to Interstate 80 and
downtown Paterson.

Route 46 (1.5 miles south) Route 46 spans the entire State of New Jersey, running east and west through the northern part of the State.
The highway connects to Route 3, heading directly into the Meadowlands region and the Lincoln Tunnel. The Property is less than two
miles from Route 46.

The Garden State Parkway (GSP) (1.5 miles south) is a controlled-access toll road that stretches the north–south length of eastern New
Jersey from the State's southernmost tip near Cape May to the New York state line at Montvale. Its name refers to New Jersey's
nickname, the "Garden State". The parkway is designated by the New Jersey Department of Transportation (NJDOT) as Route 444,
although this designation is unsigned. At its north end, the road becomes the Garden State Parkway Connector, a component of the New
York State Thruway system that connects to the Thruway mainline in Ramapo. The parkway is the longest highway in the State at
approximately 172 miles.

I-95 (15 miles east) The Interstate is the main north-south highway of the East Coast extending from Florida to Maine. In New Jersey, the
highway runs along much of the mainline of the New Jersey Turnpike, of which Exit 15 is located fifteen miles east of the Property.
Additionally, I-95 connects to the Pennsylvania Turnpike via the Pearl Harbor Memorial Extension.

Newark Liberty International Airport (20 miles south) Newark Liberty International Airport is the 2nd busiest airport in the New York-
New Jersey Metropolitan area and is the 14th busiest in the United States, accommodating over 33M passengers annually. EWR currently
provides jobs for approximately 21,000 people directly employed at the airport. It contributes more than $27 billion in economic activity
to the New York-New Jersey metropolitan region and generates nearly 190,000 total jobs and more than $9 billion in annual wages. The
airport is going through substantial redevelopment with a new 1 million square foot terminal A. Once completed, the new terminal will
be 20% larger than the existing Terminal A, the outmoded terminal it is designed to replace. Viewed as a "common use" terminal, all
gates in the new terminal will be utilized by multiple carriers, which will increase flexibility and efficiency and optimize operations. The
new terminal project is expected to generate more than $4.6 billion in regional economic activity, create more than 23,000 job years and
provide more than $1.9 billion in wages. (25 miles north of the Property)



Transportation Overview (cont’d)
Transportation (cont’d)
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The Port of New York and New Jersey (20 miles south) The Port of New York and New Jersey is the port district of the New York-Newark
metropolitan area, encompassing the Region within approximately a 25-mile radius of the Statue of Liberty National Monument. It includes a system
of navigable waterways in the New York–New Jersey Harbor Estuary, which runs along 650 miles of shoreline in the vicinity of New York City and
northeastern New Jersey, as well as the Region's airports and supporting rail and roadway distribution networks. The Port is considered one of the
largest natural harbors in the world and is the third-largest by tonnage in the United States as of 2018, and the busiest on the East Coast.

The Port's highest volume terminals are located near the Property in Newark, Elizabeth, and Bayonne. A key driver of industrial market demand in
Northern New Jersey is shipping container volume. Shipping container volume is measured in TEUs (20' equivalent units). According to the Port
Authority of New York & New Jersey ("PANYNJ") statistics, the area's Port terminals continued their 11-year record-breaking run reaching 3.92
million TEUs in 2020, a 52% increase over 2010s 2.58 million TEUs.

This increase of 1.34 million TEUs created new demand for as many as 14.7 million pallets in area warehouses. Year-to-date April 2021 TEU volume
increased by 23.7% over the same period last year, indicating another record-breaking year for 2021 is likely. This steady growth in shipping
container volume is expected to continue to grow, with the PANYNJ projecting TEU growth to double by 2050.

Freight Rail System

New Jersey's freight rail system transports hundreds of millions of tons of goods annually. Over the last 25 years,
intermodal rail traffic has more than quadrupled. In the last decade, it increased by nearly a third. Freight railroads
move over one million carloads to and from New Jersey annually, transporting nearly 38 million tons of goods valued at
over $55 billion. Major commodities shipped by rail include petrochemicals, plastic pellets, construction materials, food
products, raw materials for manufacturers, finished components, and waste/scrap materials. Intermodal facilities at the
Port of New York and New Jersey and ports on the Delaware River facilitate the transfer of containers and goods
directly from cargo ships to railcars. Due to the concentration of intermodal rail and maritime ports in the northeastern

portion of New Jersey, the counties of Hudson, Union, Middlesex, Essex, and Bergen account for the origin or destination of over 78 percent of the
goods moved by rail to and from New Jersey. Nearly 220,000 additional carloads are moved through the State on New Jersey's rail network, transporting
another eight million tons of goods valued at more than $12 billion. This activity is expected to increase by nearly 50 percent by the year 2035. The State
depends upon the ability of New Jersey's freight system to move goods efficiently and cost-effectively. The majority of the railroad system systems and
mileage in New Jersey is focused in Middlesex, Union, Essex, and Hudson Counties. Eighteen freight railroads currently operate within the State of New
Jersey, including:



Sources & Uses
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Property Summary

Name Kamco Industrial Warehouse

Address 845 E 25th St, Paterson, NJ 07513

Submarket Paterson

Year Built / Age 1940 82 years

Total Square Feet 65,712

Number of Tenants 1

Kamco Supply 65,712 SF

Investment Structure

Asset Purchase Price $152/sf 10,000,000

ADD:  Capitalized Costs 600,000

ADD:  Loan Costs 3.12% 233,750

ADD:  Acquisition Cost 2.00% 200,000

ADD:  Closing Costs 1,023,180

ADD:  Initial Cash 170,640

Capitalization % of Cap. $186/sf 12,227,570

LESS:  Debt 61.3% $114/sf (7,500,000)

Total Equity 38.7% $72/sf 4,727,570

Debt Information Senior

Origination Date LTC LTV 06/01/22

Original Principal Balance 61.3% 75.0% 7,500,000

Total Principal Balance 61.3% 7,500,000

Interest Rate 3.90%

Fixed or Floating Fixed

Rate Floor N/A

I/O (in months) 12

Amoritization (in months) 360

Maturity Date 05/31/27



Rent Roll
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RENT ROLL

Tenant Building SF % GLA % Office Commence Expiration $ PSF Annual Date $ PSF Annual Market Rent Renewal Options Reimb. Method

Kamco Supply of NJ LLC 845 E 25th St 65,712   71% 3% 8/1/2007 5/31/2034 $11.00 $722,832 6/1/2022 $11.00 $722,832 $13.00 1, 5-Year @ Market NNN

6/1/2023 $11.00 $722,832

6/1/2024 $11.66 $766,202

6/1/2025 $11.66 $766,202

6/1/2026 $12.36 $812,174

6/1/2027 $12.36 $812,174

6/1/2028 $12.36 $812,174

6/1/2029 $12.36 $812,174

6/1/2030 $13.35 $877,148

6/1/2031 $13.35 $877,148

Lease Base Rent Rent Increases



Annual Cash Flow
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PSF Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5

  Potential Base Rent $11.00 $722,832 $722,832 $766,202 $766,202 $812,174

  Absorption & Turnover Vacancy                 -                                -                                -                                -                                -                                 -   

  Free Rent                 -                                -                                -                                -                                -                                 -   

Scheduled Base Rent $11.00               $ 722,832               $ 722,832               $ 766,202               $ 766,202                $ 812,174 

  Total Expense Recoveries $4.63 $304,247 $308,597 $318,089 $326,515 $336,563

  Free Recoveries                 -                                -                                -                                -                                -                                 -   

Total Tenant Revenue $15.63            $ 1,027,079            $ 1,031,429            $ 1,084,291            $ 1,092,717            $ 1,148,737 

  Parking Income $0.00 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

  Other Income                 -                                -                                -                                -                                -                                 -   

Potential Gross Revenue $15.63            $ 1,027,079            $ 1,031,429            $ 1,084,291            $ 1,092,717            $ 1,148,737 

Total Vacancy & Credit Loss $0.00 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Effective Gross Revenue $15.63            $ 1,027,079            $ 1,031,429            $ 1,084,291            $ 1,092,717            $ 1,148,737 

Operating Expenses

CAM $1.00 $65,712 $66,598 $68,263 $69,970 $71,719

Insurance            0.25                     16,428                     16,650                     17,066                     17,493                      17,930 

Taxes            3.05                   200,422                   203,664                   209,774                   216,067                   222,549 

Mgmt Fee            0.33                     21,685                     21,685                     22,986                     22,986                      24,365 

Other            0.20                     13,142                     13,320                     13,653                     13,994                      14,344 

Total Operating Expenses $4.83               $ 317,389               $ 321,917               $ 331,742               $ 340,509                $ 350,907 

Net Operating Income $10.80               $ 709,690               $ 709,512               $ 752,549               $ 752,208                $ 797,830 

  Capital Reserves $0.25 $16,428 $16,650 $17,066 $17,493 $17,930

Net Income $10.55               $ 693,262               $ 692,863               $ 735,483               $ 734,715                $ 779,900 

Asset Management Fees 1.00%                     47,276                     47,276                     47,276                     47,276                      47,276 

Investor Annual Fees                     40,000                     40,000                     40,000                     40,000                      40,000 

Net Cash Flow After AM Fees $10.54               $ 605,986               $ 605,587               $ 648,208               $ 647,440                $ 692,625 

Interest $292,500 $290,115 $395,484 $405,322 $405,322

Principal                              -                     134,387                     11,437                              -                                 -   

Net Cash Flow After Debt Service $10.54               $ 313,486               $ 181,086               $ 241,287               $ 242,118                $ 287,302 

Refinancing Proceeds                              -                                -                 1,178,922                              -                                 -   

Net Cash Flow After Refinancing $10.54               $ 313,486               $ 181,086            $ 1,420,209               $ 242,118                $ 287,302 
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This presentation is being furnished by Timberline Real Estate Ventures LLC (“TREV”) on a confidential basis and does not constitute an
offer, solicitation, or recommendation to sell or an offer to purchase any securities, investment products or investment advisory
services. Such an offer may only be made to eligible persons by delivery of a confidential private offering memorandum, limited
partnership agreement, and subscription documents relating to the opportunity that contain the material terms relating to a specific
opportunity and investment therein. This presentation is being provided for informational purposes only and may not be disseminated,
communicated, or otherwise disclosed by the recipient to any person, without out prior written consent of TREV. Each recipient is
encouraged to consult with its own tax, legal, accounting, financial, and other advisors regarding any matters set forth herein.

Any investment will involve a significant degree of risk (including risk of complete lost of investment, and there can be no assurance that
the investment objectives, returns or any performance projections contained herein or otherwise presented or discussed will be
achieved or that an investment will be profitable. Past performance is not necessarily indicative of future performance.

Actual realized returns on any further investment will depend on, among other factors, future operating results, the value of assets and
market conditions at the time of disposition, any related transaction costs and the timing and manner of sale, all of which may differ
from the assumptions on any projections listed herein are based. Any performance projections or targets with respect to this
investment are unaudited and calculated on a proforma basis. Investment targets, performance, and characterizations are provided for
informational purposes only.

Unless otherwise set forth herein, all statements and information in this presentation are made as the publication date. TREV shall not
have any obligation or undertaking to disseminate any updates or revisions to any information contained in this presentation. Certain
information contained herein has been obtained from third parties and has not been independently verified by TREV.


